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Home Movies 

 
» The typical home  movie reel 

tended to lack variation in shot type. 

 

» Amateur films were largely made of 
long shots. Occasionally you might 
see a mid-shot. Very rarely would 
you see a close-up or extreme close- 
up of a face. 



 



Film Grammar 

» Television and film use certain 

common conventions often referred 

to as the 'grammar‘.  

» Conveys meaning through 

particular camera and editing 

techniques  



Camera Shots 

 

» The director of a film decides 
what type of shots will be used 
in a film. 

 

» The director considers camera 
distance and camera angle to 
help convey a message. 



Establishing Shot (ES) 

» Sets the scene 

» For example, “Fistral Beach in January” 



Establishing Shot (ES) 



How close is the camera? 



Long Shot (LS) 

» Camera is a 

long way away 

 

» A full body shot 

 

» Includes some 

background 

 

 



Long Shot (LS) 



Extreme Long Shot (ELS) 

» Camera is EXTREMELY far away! 



Extreme Long Shot (ELS) 

 

 

» Camera is EXTREMELY far away! 



Mid Shot (MS) 

» Sometimes called 

a Medium Shot 

 

» Shows actor from 

the waist up 

 

» 2 actors = a two-

shot 

 



Mid Shot (MS) 



Two Shot  



Over the Shoulder (POV) 

 



Close-up (CU) 

» Camera is close 

 

» Shows head and 

shoulders 

 

» Shows human 

emotion 



Close-up (CU) 



EXTREME close-up (ECU) 

What is the 

director’s 

focus in this 

shot? 





POINT OF VIEW (POV) 

» Looking up can 

make the 

subject seem 

big, mean or 

intimidating.  It is 

sometimes used 

for buildings!  



POINT OF VIEW (POV) 

 



POINT OF VIEW (POV) 

» Looking down 

on the subject 

makes it 

smaller.  This is 

sometimes 

used to make 

us feel sorry for 
a character. 



POINT OF VIEW (POV) 



(POV) 

 



How much do you 

know about camera 

shots? 



Choose your favourite! 
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